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The Personal Genome
• Recreational Genetics – analyses of individual DNA 

sequence data to inform geographic ancestry, biological 
relationships and physical/behavioral traits through direct-
to-consumer (DTC) genetic tests.

• Personalized Medicine – analyses of individual DNA 
sequence data to diagnose genetic causation of a medical 
condition and/or tailor medical treatment under guidance 
of a physician and supported by other medical services.
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Genome-wide SNP Analysis:
Major Testing Options
• 23andMe – Report revised in 2015. Includes Ancestry 

Estimates & DNA Matching ($99); Carrier Status & Trait 
Prediction reports also available ($199).

• AncestryDNA – Includes Ancestry Estimate and DNA 
Matching ($99). Integrated with Ancestry.com family tree 
for an extra subscription fee. 

• Family Tree DNA – Various tests available including 
Family Finder SNP test ($79).

• The Genographic Project – GENO 2.0 Next Generation 
($150) provides ancestry estimates exclusively.



DNA Interest Group
Meetings: 4th Tuesday of each month, 6-7 pm
Iowa City Public Library, Room A

• February 28 – Ancestry Prediction
An overview of ancestry estimation including a panel discussion of 
personal findings in the context of family history.

• March 28 – Interpreting SNP Data
A presentation about trait prediction from DNA data – from 
23andMe trait reports to DIY analysis.

• April 25 – National DNA Day
Presentations and panel discussion focused on genetic privacy in 
the age of commercialized DNA tests.

• May 23 – DNA Myth Busters
“Your baldness is from your mother” – a presentation and 
discussion of myths about inheritance.



GENOME-WIDE SNP
ANALYSIS
Chromosomes, DNA, and your unique genetic profile



DNA is the Cellular Recipe for Life
• A Genome is the entire 

set of DNA molecules 
present in a cell.

• Each DNA molecule 
contains a string of A=T 
pairs and G≡C pairs as a 
DNA sequence.

• Cells of an individual 
contain the same 
genome sequence, but 
different from any other 
individual.



Chromosomes:
23 pairs of linear DNA 
molecules inherited from 
both parents; 22 pairs of 
autosomes, and a single 
pair of sex chromosomes

Gametes (egg or sperm) 
contain only 1 member of 
each pair

The Human Genome
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SNP Analysis
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism

My mum’s hair colour is grey. 

My mom’s hair color is gray.



My mom’s hair color is gray.

My mom’s hair color was gray.

SNP Analysis
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism



Genome-Wide SNP Analysis

Each company uses a common testing 
technology that assesses about 600,000 
different known variable sites (SNPs) in the 
DNA of your genome (including mtDNA in 
some cases). Most of the same sites are 
used in the tests of different companies.



Genome-Wide SNP Analysis
#	rsid chromosome position genotype
rs12564807 1 734462 AA
rs3131972 1 752721 AG
rs148828841 1 760998 CC
rs12124819 1 776546 AA
rs115093905 1 787173 GG
rs11240777 1 798959 AG
rs7538305 1 824398 AC
rs4475691 1 846808 CT
rs7537756 1 854250 AG
rs13302982 1 861808 GG
rs55678698 1 864490 CC
rs1110052 1 873558 TT
rs147226614 1 878697 GG
i6052728 1 878697 GG
i6019302 1 881843 GG
rs2272756 1 882033 GG



ANCESTRY COMPOSITION
Predicting the geographic origins of your ancestors



Prediction of Ancestry Composition

G G

Given an individual with 
this genotype, what 

geographic areas is the 
person likely from?

http://popgen.uchicago.edu/ggv/





Uni-Parental Inheritance



Uni-Parental Haplogroups



Y Chromosome Tree





DNA RELATIVES
Revealing common ancestry through DNA matching
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Matching of SNPs
#	rsid chromosome position Tester Match
rs12564807 1 734462 AA GG
rs3131972 1 752721 GG AG
rs148828841 1 760998 CC CC
rs12124819 1 776546 AA AA
rs115093905 1 787173 GG GG
rs11240777 1 798959 GG AG
rs7538305 1 824398 AA AC
rs4475691 1 846808 TT CT
rs7537756 1 854250 GG AG
rs13302982 1 861808 GG GG
rs55678698 1 864490 CC CT
rs1110052 1 873558 GG TT
rs147226614 1 878697 GG GG
i6052728 1 878697 GG GG
i6019302 1 881843 GG GG
rs2272756 1 882033 AA GG

Half-Identical:
at least one 

common variant at 
all SNPs in this 

segment









DNA Support of Common Ancestry
Mary ?
b. abt 1789 Ireland
d. after 1860 Ohio ? McAllister

Thomas McAllister
b. 1818 Ireland

d. 1875 OH 

Patrick McAllister
b. 1830 Ireland

d. 1880 Tennessee

Thomas F. McAllister
b. 1859 OH
d. 1907 LA

Peter McAllister
b. 1857 PA
d. 1932 OH

Mary Ann 
McAllister

b. 1849 PA
d. 1905 OH

Me!





Expectation (4th cousins):
14 cM or 0.20% shared

me RW



Genetics for Genealogy
• Results vary dramatically based on individual ancestry 

and database composition – test the oldest generation.

American Colonial
Ancestry

19th Century German
Migrants to Texas
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Genetics for Genealogy
• Results vary dramatically based on individual ancestry 

and database composition – test the oldest generation.
• Endogamy increases the background level of relatedness 

among individuals.
• Lists of DNA matches contain two types of errors:

• The genetic identity shared with the relative was not inherited from 
your most common ancestor(s), but rather a more distant ancestor.

• Relatives descended from a known common ancestor(s) do not 
appear in the list of DNA relatives.

• DNA relatives may be connected through multiple 
pathways of common ancestry.



Family Testing Strategy

~50%
identical



Genetics for Genealogy:
Major Testing Options
• AncestryDNA ($99) – Fully integrated with active 

Ancestry.com tree with powerful features; no ability to 
directly examine matching DNA segment(s)

• Family Finder Test at Family Tree DNA ($79) – Broad set 
of features to examine DNA matches; website navigation 
challenging and database relatively small (accepts raw 
data from 23andMe or AncestryDNA)

• 23andMe ($199 or $99) – Good for broad set of 
interpretations, entertainment, & validating relationships; 
most users are private and not motivated by genealogy



CONSIDERATIONS



“There is also a continuing need for educational 
initiatives that will allow consumers to understand 

what test results will mean for them in order to make
informed decisions about whether to use such 

services.”



Questions About DNA Tests
• What outcome(s) do you want in the test results?
• What does the DNA test assay?
• What interpretations are delivered in the results?
• How would you use these results?
• What is the cost, and how does it compare with 

competitors?
• Are there additional fees associated with access or use of 

test results?
• Are other customers satisfied with the service?
• Are the terms of service acceptable to you?





Potential Consequences of the Results 
from a Personal Genetic Test
• Surprising findings about family relationships

• New relatives discovered by genetic matching
• Discovery of genetic relationship between your parents
• Different relationship than expected with other tested family 

members

• Surprising prediction of ancestry composition
• Individuals contain a genetic mixture representative of their 

ancestry through human history

• Surprising discovery of genetic susceptibility to 
disease
• You and/or your children may have an increased chance of 

developing an incurable genetic disease


